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Abstract—Monitoring the mental workload of operators is of paramount importance in space telerobotic training and other teleoperation tasks. Instead of the estimation of task-specific workload, this paper aimed at investigating the impact of two significant confounding factors (time-pressure and latency) on space teleoperation and explored the use of eye-tracking technology for factor-induced mental workload estimation and performance evaluation. Ten subjects teleoperated a Canadarm2 robot to complete a complex on-orbit assembly task in our photo-realistic training simulator while wearing a head-mounted eye-tracker. To understand how time-pressure and latency influence eye-tracking features, we first performed the statistical analysis on various features with respect to a single factor and across multiple groups. Next, eye-tracking features extracted from segment data and trial data were used to identify the mental workload induced by confounding factors, which can be used for developing personalized training programs and guaranteeing safe teleoperation. Furthermore, to improve the recognition performance using segment data, we proposed the activity ratio and time ratio to characterize the informative segments. Finally, the relationship between simulator-defined performance measures and eye-tracking features was examined. Results showed that fixation duration, saccade frequency and duration, pupil diameter, and index of pupillary activity are significant features that can be used in both factor-induced mental workload estimation and task performance evaluation.

Index Terms—Mental workload; space telerobotic training; eye-tracking; confounding factors; teleoperation performance

I. INTRODUCTION

In space teleoperation, human operators need to perform complex On-Orbit Operations (O2O) (e.g., on-orbit assembly and active debris removal) from the International Space Station (ISS) or from the Earth control station [1]. Therefore, it is a challenging task to mentally determine the 3D position of the Canadarm2 robot with relation to the ISS from limited 2D visual feedback (three on-board cameras as shown in Fig. 1) while avoiding obstacles such as debris or parts of ISS [2]. Moreover, space teleoperation is particularly challenging as astronauts would suffer various extreme environmental/confounding factors.

Although many studies focused on the characterization of the workload raised by tasks with different difficulty levels [3], [4], there have been increasing studies on the mental workload induced by the presence of external confounding factors [5]. Latency is one of the most significant factors that influences the operators’ mental workload and teleoperation performance. In space teleoperation, latency is caused by long-range and low bandwidth communication [7], resulting in a time delay between the input command from the operator and the corresponding movement of the robot. Additionally, operators’ mental workload can be influenced by varying temporal demands, i.e., the task with time-pressure [3]. In reality, the failure of astronauts to handle these situations and be resilient to stress can result in accidents. Hence, realistic simulators are human-in-the-loop systems that could provide insight into the enhancement of training protocols and operator performance [8]. Specifically, monitoring operators’ mental workload induced by the external confounding factors and evaluating their training performance can be used to improve the safety in space teleoperation and develop personalized training programs [9].

Mental workload estimation from eye-tracking data has gained increasing popularity for those needing to perform complex tasks, such as pilots [10], drivers [11], and surgeons [12]. Eye-tracking data can provide information on where and what the operator looks at, how long the operator looks at it, and which eye movements occur. Such characterization of visual interaction with complex user interfaces could help to infer the shifts of attention, fatigue, and effort of the operator during teleoperation. Moreover, unlike EEG and other sensing modalities [13], [14], eye-tracker is less interfered by cosmic radiation in space. However, there is little effort for eye-tracking based factor-induced workload estimation.

The objective of this paper is to investigate eye-tracking for factor-induced mental workload estimation and performance evaluation during space telerobotic training. We developed...
a photo-realistic $O^3$ teleoperation simulator [8], which is able to modulate two common yet significant confounding factors, i.e., latency and time-pressure. Within-group experiments were carried out by ten subjects using the simulator under multiple conditions while their eye movements were recorded using a wearable eye-tracker. Various eye-tracking features were analyzed, including eye movement features, eye blink, pupillary response, and Point of Gaze (PoG) on different cameras. We first performed the Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) to investigate how different features will change with respect to the induction of time-pressure and latency. Different from the two-class classification on low or high task-specific workload as in [15]. [19], this paper focused on factor-induced workload identification from eye-tracking data. Both two-class recognition on the presence of a single factor and multi-class factor-induced workload classification were conducted by using various eye-tracking features extracted from the segment and trial data, respectively. As workload estimation from segment data can be used to provide real-time feedback, we further proposed the activity ratio and time ratio strategies to distill the informative segments for training and testing, thus improving the recognition performance. The activity ratio represents the level of interaction with the system and the time ratio characterizes how the workload changed over time. Furthermore, to explore eye-tracking for performance evaluation, we analyzed the correlation between eye-tracking features and simulator-defined performance measures.

The main contribution of this paper are three-fold:

- The impact of two key confounding factors (time-pressure and latency) on operators’ workload in space telerobotic training is investigated through eye-tracking data.
- To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that investigates the effect of latency on eye movements and explores factor-induced workload identification via eye-tracking data.
- The informative segments via the activity ratio and time ratio strategies are extracted to improve the recognition performance.

This paper is organized as follows. Related literature is discussed in Section II. Section III describes the $O^3$ training simulator and the wearable eye-tracker. In Section IV, we introduce the training dataset, data normalization methods and eye-tracking features. Experimental results on statistical analysis, factor-induced workload identification, and performance evaluation using eye-tracking data are shown in Section V. Section VI concludes the results and discusses possibilities offered by the developed techniques.

II. RELATED WORKS

A. Latency and Time-pressure in Teleoperation

Previous studies have reported that task performance was degraded and NASA-TLX scores were increased in various teleoperation scenarios with latency [5]. [17]–[19]. In [17], four control latencies ranging from 0s to 4s were added to the rotational and translational motion control. When the latency is above 1s, people will change their control strategies from continuous control to “move and wait”. Khasawneh et al. [18] investigated the relationship between $500ms$ latency and operators’ performance in teleoperating a rescue robot with different levels of complexity. Lu et al. [19] evaluated the impact of $800ms$ time delay in dual-task teleoperation of unmanned ground vehicles. In addition, Yang et al. [5] showed that operators’ frustration, anger, and workload were increased by adding time delay to a robotic navigation task.

Recent studies have shown that adding time pressure has a significant effect on surgeons’ mental states in teleoperated robotic surgery [6]. [20]. Singh et al. [4] reported that surgeons had an increase in performance with moderate temporal stress, followed by degradation with a further increase of time-pressure. Results in [20] showed that compared to novice groups, senior surgeons coped better with time pressure and exhibited greater performance on stability during a laparoscopic suturing task. In a recent study on a driving simulator, Rendon et al. [21] investigated the effects of time pressure on measures of eye-tracking data, task performance, and other physiological signals. Results showed that under time pressure, operators finished the task more efficiently and exhibited a significant increase in respiration rate, heart rate, and pupil diameter, and reduced blink frequency. However, there is a lack of studies on the effect of multiple confounding factors.

B. Workload Estimation from Eye Tracking Data

In terms of eye-tracking data, the most widely used features indicating workload metrics include the pupillary response, eye fixations, eye saccades, and eye blinks [22], [23]. In the 1960s, early researches have revealed that the pupil diameter increased with the task difficulty [24], which is highly related to the mental workload. However, the pupillary response is sensitive to the changes of luminance or emotional arousal [25]. To reduce the influence of luminance and emotional arousal from the pupillary response, Marshall et al. [26] found that the cognitive workload can be estimated more accurately from small rapid pupil dilations and proposed an Index of Cognitive Activity (IOCA) metric. Furthermore, an improved Index of Pupillary Activity (IPA) [27] was proposed by performing wavelet analysis to identify the abrupt pupil dilations from the diameter sequences. Higher IOCA/IPA values indicate a higher degree of cognitive workload during the task [26], [27]. In terms of eye movements, eye fixations and saccades were extensively used for mental workload estimation [28]. Eye fixations indicate that gaze point is maintained on a small region for a considerable time interval, whereas eye saccades represent rapid gaze movements from one region to another. Prior studies observed that the fixation duration has a negative relationship with mental workload [10], [29]. No significant relationship between the speed/amount of saccades and mental workload has been observed in [10], [29], [30]. In [22], [30], researchers found that blink frequency and blink duration exhibited a positive relationship with the mental workload. Benedetto et al. [11] showed that blink duration, compared to blink frequency, is more sensitive and reliable for workload detection.

Workload identification/recognition is another important and yet not well-studied topic. Most existing works mainly explored the capability of workload recognition from EEG data.
Fig. 2. The left image demonstrates an overview of our $O^3$ simulator from a global view. The middle part shows the user interface observed by operators. Cameras #1-#3 are located at the shoulder, wrist, and hand of Canadarm2, and camera #4 is near the docking point. The timer is shown in the top left and the performance score is displayed in the top right. The research module and the debris can be found in camera #1. Besides, the activated camera is highlighted with a blue box. The right part shows the controller and the control strategy.

Electronic or the combination of EEG with other physiological signals [14], [32]. Most recently, workload recognition from eye-tracking data has attracted increasing attention. Wu et al. [15] utilized eye-tracking features to predict two workload levels (low & high) characterized by NASA-TLX scores. In [16], Hecht et al. modeled the eye gaze behavior as the tradeoff between a non-goal oriented saliency distribution and a reward task-related distribution, and performed the classification of high or low workload by using these two gaze patterns. Nevertheless, there is few research focusing on the identification of the workload raised by external confounding factors.

C. Eye-tacking for Performance Evaluation

Eye-tracking data can serve as an objective tool for performance evaluation and skill assessment [23]. Recent works have reported that eye movements were significantly different between novice and expert groups of pilots [10], nurses [33], and surgeons [34], [35]. This could provide evidence of using eye-tracking in evaluating training performance. Ziv et al. [10] found that expert pilots had more fixations on different instruments and shorter dwell time on each instrument compared to novices. In [33], eye fixations and PoG on the area of interests were used to predict the performance score of both qualified and training nurse groups. For surgeons, differences in eye metrics reflecting focused attention can also be found between junior and senior surgeons [34], [35]. As senior surgeons did not experience the same degree of cognitive workload, they showed higher fixation frequency, and simultaneously, lower IOCA values over junior surgeons. Besides, Hamada et al. investigated the estimation of drivers’ distraction from eye saccade movement [36]. They reported that in terms of distracted driving conditions, older groups typically exerted increased mental workload.

III. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

A. $O^3$ Training Simulator

The current version of our photo-realistic $O^3$ training simulator simulated an assembly task by teleoperating Canadarm2 with a Playstation controller [8], where Canadarm2 is a seven Degree of freedom (DOF) robotic arm and has been widely used for completing $O^3$ tasks. The task consists of three key steps: 1) move the end-effector of Canadarm2 to grasp the research module; 2) move the module toward its docking point on the ISS while avoiding the collisions; 3) dock the module onto the docking point of the ISS.

As demonstrated in Fig. 2, similar to the real scenario, three cameras were deployed on the shoulder, wrist, and hand of Canadarm2 to provide 2D visual feedback to the operators. In addition to these three cameras, we added another camera near the docking point to help the operator to complete the docking accurately. During the task, operators used a controller to realize the 6D movement of the end-effector in the activated/selected camera frame, select and rotate the camera, and operate the gripper to grasp and release the module.

The presence of debris in space poses a risk to space missions, which can damage the spacecraft and the infrastructures on the ISS [2]. Hence, adding debris in the simulator can provide valuable exercise for teleoperating the robot. Before recording data, operators were first able to familiarize themselves with the simulated $O^3$ task without the presence of debris. During the formal training, three pieces of debris with static initial positions were added, which would only move after a collision. To quantitatively evaluate operators’ teleoperation performance and provide real-time feedback, we developed a reasonable scoring protocol as introduced in [8]. During the task, the score and timer were displayed on the top left and top right as shown in the middle part of Fig. 2. For two subtasks - grasping and docking, we calculated Grasp score and Dock score by considering the connection
quality. The quality was calculated using \( Q = 100/(\text{dist} + 0.1) + 5000/(\theta_{\text{dist}} + 5) \), where dist is the Euclidean distance between the executed and ideal position for each subtask, and \( \theta_{\text{dist}} \) is the angular distance by comparing the quaternions of the ideal and actual poses. Moreover, the Final score of the task was calculated by considering the elapsed time for each trial, collisions, Grasp score and Dock score. We refer the readers to [8] for more details on our O³ training simulator and performance score calculating.

B. Workload Modulation via Confounding Factors

Most prior works analyzing workload during teleoperation focused on the estimation of the inherent workload induced by the tasks themselves [3], [4], [9]. In contrast, this paper aims to investigate the impact of external confounding factors on operators’ mental workload. To achieve this, we modulated (with or without) two confounding factors in the simulator, i.e., latency and time-pressure, which enables us to examine the associated changes in operators’ eye-tracking data and thus evaluating operators’ mental workload and performance.

1) Latency: For O³ tasks, astronauts need to cope with the latency originating from the long-range and low bandwidth communication link [7]. Except for teleoperating Canadarm2 from ISS, such a task sometimes is assisted by operators from the Earth control center with hundreds of milliseconds of latency [7]. In the near future, astronauts may also need to teleoperate the robot on Mars/Moon from its orbit. Hence, studying the effect of latency plays a critical role in space teleoperation. In the experiments, we set it as a (0s, 0.5s & 1.0s) during each trial and randomized it across trials.

2) Time pressure: Most space teleoperation tasks will encounter time limitations due to power or fuel requirements. Previous studies have proven that time pressure significantly affected the mental workload of surgeons [6], especially for tasks requiring high precision. To this end, we set an option that forces the task to be completed within 4mins, which aims at investigating the changes of operators’ mental effort under temporal stress. With added time pressure, the simulator will automatically stop when it meets the time limit.

C. Wearable Eye-tracking Device

To track the operators’ eye movements and pupillary responses, each subject was asked to wear a head-mounted PupilLabs Core eye-tracker during the training, which can capture the eye-tracking data more precisely than table-mounted devices [37]. As shown in Fig.6, the eye-tracker consists of a scene camera and two eye cameras. Given the images captured from the two eye cameras, the 2D coordinates \((x_p, y_p)\) of the pupil center and the diameter of the two pupils \(d_p\) can be estimated as image pixels. By integrating the information estimated from two eyes, the 2D Point of Gaze (PoG) can be further determined and projected onto the scene image. Furthermore, eye movement behaviors can be detected from eye images. The scene camera captures the main screen that displays the O³ experiment. To acquire reliable 2D gaze position estimation, eye tracker calibration was performed after two trials. The frequencies of the eye cameras and the world camera are 120Hz and 30Hz@1080p, respectively.

IV. DATA COLLECTION AND EYE-TRACKING FEATURES

A. Study Protocol

In the study, ten healthy subjects (two females and eight males) with normal/corrected vision and without known physical/mental problems participated in the simulated O³ teleoperation experiments. Ethical approval for this experiment was received under No. ICICERC-18IC4816, and all subjects gave informed consent. In the experiments, each subject was asked to sit in front of the visual display while wearing a PupilLabs eye-tracker. We designed the experiment with the within-group (repeated measures) protocol, which means the same participants took part in the experiments in terms of four conditions as listed in Table I, which allows us to investigate workload modulation through the combination of latency and time-pressure. Before conducting the experiment, operators were able to complete several “familiarization” trials. For the experiments without these two factors, we denoted it as ‘low workload’, which means that the workload was only raised by the O³ task. The streamed data of the controller input, simulator-defined measures, and eye-tracking data were synchronized by LabStreamingLayer[4].

In this paper, we performed factor-induced workload estimation using the eye-tracking features extracted from both trial data and segment data was conducted. The segment data indicates the data within a time window of length \(t_w\), which could be used to analyze the workload in a short time interval, which could provide real-time feedback. In order to compare the performance using segments of different lengths, we evaluated segment data with \(t_w = \{2s, 5s, 10s, 20s\}\) non-overlapping windows.

B. Data Normalization

Due to subject-specific differences, there exist significant variations across subjects in terms of the teleoperation and the corresponding eye-tracking data. These significant variances mainly originate from the following sources, including different pupil sizes or eye movement behaviors and the impact of other factors such as body temperature, emotion, and fatigue. Thus, we followed common normalization methods \cite{15, 16, 51} to reduce subject differences and biases.

1) Single-trial normalization: Single-trial normalization was carried out in order to normalize the variations among trials for each subject. For instance, the pupil diameters $d_p$ of the operator before the first trial could be smaller than that before the later trials, due to fatigue or increased mental workload resulted from previous trials. To reduce such bias, we took a segment of size $t_b$ before the experiment to extract the baseline pupil diameters $d_{pbase}$, where $t_b = 10s$ for the trial data and $t_b$ equals to $t_w$ for the segment data. Then, the normalized pupil diameter is $\hat{d}_p = d_p - d_{pbase}$ and the pupillary response related features can be further extracted.

2) Subject-specific z-score normalization: Next, z-score normalization was adopted for calculating the normalized feature $\hat{x} = (x - \mu) / \sigma$ for each subject, where $\mu$ and $\sigma$ are the mean value and standard derivation of feature $x$. Such normalization can compensate for individual differences and reshape the distribution of $x$ to an approximately normal distribution, which is needed to perform the statistical analysis.

C. Eye Tracking Features

Eye-tracking data can provide informative clues to characterize visual interaction with complex user interfaces \cite{23}. Specifically, the features indicating eye fixation, eye saccade, eye blink, gaze, and pupillary response were extracted in this paper. The detailed definitions of these features are listed in Table 5-A in the supplementary material.

1) Eye movement related features: Using the detected 2D PoG, three basic eye movements can be defined: fixation, saccades, and smooth pursuits. Eye fixation is when the PoG is within a particular area or if the gaze velocity is smaller than a threshold. Eye saccades indicate the shift between fixations and can also be determined by the gaze velocity. Compared to fixation and saccade movements that have become popular for studying cognition and memory, smooth pursuits are not captured in this paper. The detailed definitions of these features are listed in Table 5-A in the supplementary material.

2) Blink-related features: Eye blink indicates a temporary closure of both eyes, involving movements of the upper and lower eyelids \cite{28}. Previous studies also found that the blink frequency and blink duration have shown a correlation with respect to mental workload \cite{17}. Inspired by this, the blink related features $F_{blink} = \{Blink frequency, Mean blink duration, Max blink duration\}$ were calculated.

3) Pupillary response related features: In recent decades, extensive research has revealed that pupil diameter has a positive correlation with task difficulty \cite{30, 39}. To reduce the impact of luminance, a robust metric Index of Pupillary Activity (IPA) \cite{27} was proposed, which can detect the rapid pupil dilations through wavelet analysis. In this paper, the pupillary response related features include $F_{pupil} = \{IPA#0, Mean pupil#0 diameter, Pupil#0 deviation, Max pupil#0 diameter, IPA#1, Mean pupil#1 diameter, Pupil#1 deviation, Max pupil#1 diameter\}$, where #0 and #1 indicate the left and right pupil, respectively.

4) PoG on different camera displays: The visual interaction with the user interface is also significant in workload estimation and performance evaluation. However, one of the inherent challenges of head-mounted devices is head movement. As 2D PoG is represented in the scene image plane, operators’ head movement adds difficulty to the estimation of gaze on the visual displays. To overcome this, we detected the boundaries of the visual displays in real-time using image-processing techniques (see Fig. S-A in supplementary material). By accurately localizing the cross boundaries, the PoG on a specific camera can be determined. Accordingly, we calculated the ratio of PoG on cameras \{#1, #2, #3, #4\} and the ratio of PoG outside the user interface within each trial as the informative features.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR EYE-TRACKING BASED WORKLOAD ESTIMATION & PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

A. Statistical Analysis of Eye Tracking Features

1) Statistical analysis on a single confounding factor: To provide a dedicated view on how eye-tracking features change with a single confounding factor, we first conducted a one-way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) on two groups (i.e., w/ and w/o a factor). The z-normalization facilitated the feature distribution across different subjects to an approximately normal distribution. Note that we mainly focused on investigating the statistical differences among different groups, and therefore, the p-values were reported. The p-value results of different features with respect to time-pressure and latency are listed in Table \ref{Table II}. It should be pointed out that statistical analysis was only performed for trial data, as the variances of features extracted from segment data are too large. The p-value results of the simulator-based performance measures were presented in our previous study \cite{8}.

With added time-pressure, \{Max saccade duration, Blink frequency\} decreased and Max fixation duration increased, which reveals that operators paid more attention and changed their gaze points across cameras more frequently during the task. It can also be observed that IPA value was significantly increased, which implies that the cognitive workload of operators under time-pressure was higher than the trials without time-pressure. In addition, we found that Pupil deviations decreased, which could indicate that the workload remains at a high level.

In terms of latency, only decrease in Mean fixation duration and increase in Saccade frequency were statistically significant, showing the difficulty in discriminating the effect of latency from eye-tracking data. According to operators’ feedback, the impact of latency was obvious at the beginning of
the task. Hence, this observation could indicate that operators changed control strategies to compensate for latency.

2) Statistical analysis across four groups: Next, we conducted a one-way ANOVA of the features extracted from trial data on four workload groups as in Table II enabling a pairwise comparison between any two groups. For Mean fixation duration in Fig. 4(a), compared to low, we can observe a decrease in $tp$ (not significant), $lat$, and $tp+lat$. In terms of IPA (combining IPAs from Eye#0 and Eye#1), there was a significant increase with $tp$ compared to low and $lat$ groups as in Fig. 4(b), which implies that added time-pressure raises the workload during teleoperation, and that added latency has less impact on pupillary response or sometimes decreases the cognitive workload features (comparison between $tp$ and $tp+lat$). More important, for saccade related features (see Figs. 4(c)-(d)), a statistically significant increase can only be found in $tp+lat$ compared to that in low and $lat$ groups. Combined with the results in Figs. 4(a), it shows that operators had more fixations on different cameras and shorter dwell time on each camera under $tp+lat$.

B. Eye-tracking based Factor-induced Workload Identification

Unlike prior works focusing on the discrimination of low or high workload in performing the same teleoperation task [15], [16], this paper aimed to recognize the factor-induced workload from eye-tracking data, thus identifying the confounding factors experienced by operators, which could help to guarantee safe teleoperation.

1) Materials and recognition tasks: Both segment and trial data were evaluated for factor-induced workload identification in this paper. For segment data, we set the size of window $t_w = \{2s, 5s, 10s, 20s\}$ and the overlap of two consecutive segments is 0. Workload identification from segment data would be necessary to implement real-time feedback in the future. Two types of recognition tasks were performed: 1) two-class recognition by discriminating w/ or w/o a single confounding factor (time-pressure or latency); 2) multi-class classification on four levels of workload as listed in Table II.

2) Evaluation protocol and metrics: To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed method in factor-induced workload recognition, a leave-one-subject-out (LOSO) protocol was applied to validate the generalization ability of the model to new subjects. Within the LOSO protocol, one subject was chosen for testing and the data from the remaining subjects were used for training in each run. We repeated the experiments ten times (the number of subjects) and reported the average results.

To address the imbalance problem of two-class classification, the final reported precision and recall were the average value by taking (w/ factor = positive) and (w/o factor = negative) respectively. Then we calculated the final F1 score to evaluate the performance. In terms of multi-class workload identification, the average 5-fold validation accuracy (ValAcc) during training and the test accuracy (TestAcc) under LOSO evaluation protocol were calculated.

3) Feature categories and classifier: In order to examine the capability of different eye-tracking features to discriminate the factor-induced workload, we examined the performance with respect to different features (i.e., blink, saccade, fixation, pupil, eyemove, all, and ANOVA). Among these, blink, saccade, fixation, and pupil are those listed in Table II eyemove represents {saccade, fixation}, and all indicates the combination of {blink, saccade, fixation, pupil}. ANOVA represents the features with statistically significant differences with respect to time-pressure or latency as shown in Table II. Taking the feature vector extracted from each trial or a segment as input, we adopted a Support Vector Machine (SVM) with Radial Basis Function kernel as the classifier.

4) Results on two-class workload classification: Recognition results in discriminating the workload induced by adding a single factor under LOSO protocol are reported in Table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table II</th>
<th>P-VALUES OF COMPARING FEATURES W.R.T. A SINGLE FACTOR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>Eye-tracking features</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eye fixation related features</td>
<td>Fixation frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean fixation duration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Max fixation duration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Saccade frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean saccade duration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Max saccade duration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean saccade speed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Max saccade speed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blink related features</td>
<td>Blink frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean blink duration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Max blink duration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pupil response related features</td>
<td>IPA#0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pupil#0 diameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pupil#0 deviation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IPA#1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean pupil#1 diameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pupil#1 deviation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IPA#1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* **$p \leq 0.005$, *$0.005 < p \leq 0.05$; $\uparrow$, $\downarrow$ indicate the changes of mean value $\mu_w$ compared to $\mu_w/α$. “
C. Factor-induced Workload v.s. Task-specific Workload

Considering the challenges in recognizing factor-induced workload from segment data, we aim to offer an alternative way to improve the performance for factor-induced workload identification. Intuitively speaking, the factor-induced workload from segment data is the large variance of segments originating due to the high complexity of the O3 task. Besides, due to the subject differences, operators may exhibit distinct eye movement behaviors and pupillary responses in terms of the same confounding factors.

III (results with \{2s, 10s\} window sizes are listed in the supplementary material). The best result on trial data was achieved by using ANOVA feature (\(F^1: \text{tp} - 0.750, \text{lat} - 0.707\)), which are superior to those on segment data (\(F^1: \text{tp} - 0.572, \text{lat} - 0.579\)). In terms of comparing segment data of different sizes, most of the best results were achieved by using features extracted from the segment of 20s. This is due to the large variations of the features extracted from small segments. It should be pointed out that for segments with smaller window sizes, saccade outperformed other features.

5) Results on multi-class workload classification: Recognition rates on four-level recognition task under a LOSO protocol are reported in Table IV. The best TestAcc (49.32\%) was achieved by using the ANOVA feature extracted from each trial. As for segment data, the result using saccade feature from 20s segments (38.85\%) outperformed others. It also can be seen that higher ValAcc was achieved with smaller segments due to the increased size of training and test sets, while better TestAcc was seen with segments of larger window size. However, for segment data, the multi-class workload classification results are not satisfactory. This is because that the main challenge in recognizing factor-induced workload from segment data is the large variance of segments originating from the intrinsic workload caused by the task itself. However, such task-specific workload is hard to be accurately modeled due to the high complexity of the O3 task. Besides, due to the subject differences, operators may exhibit distinct eye movement behaviors and pupillary responses in terms of the same confounding factors.

### Table III

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time Pressure (tp)</th>
<th>Segment data (5s)</th>
<th>Trial data</th>
<th>Segment data (20s)</th>
<th>Trial data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Features</td>
<td>Prec</td>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>F1</td>
<td>Prec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>blank</td>
<td>.484</td>
<td>.499</td>
<td>.492</td>
<td>.525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>saccade</td>
<td>.519</td>
<td>.516</td>
<td>.563</td>
<td>.613</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fixation</td>
<td>.576</td>
<td>.548</td>
<td>.562</td>
<td>.483</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pupil</td>
<td>.526</td>
<td>.504</td>
<td>.515</td>
<td>.574</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eyemove</td>
<td>.525</td>
<td>.508</td>
<td>.516</td>
<td>.575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>all</td>
<td>.547</td>
<td>.498</td>
<td>.521</td>
<td>.545</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANOVA</td>
<td>.522</td>
<td>.505</td>
<td>.513</td>
<td>.604</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Bold indicates the highest value in each row (feature) of the segment data, and Underline highlights the best result for recognizing each factor from the segment data and trial data.

### Table IV

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time Pressure (tp)</th>
<th>Segment data (5s)</th>
<th>Trial data</th>
<th>Segment data (20s)</th>
<th>Trial data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Features</td>
<td>ValAcc</td>
<td>TestAcc</td>
<td>ValAcc</td>
<td>TestAcc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>blank</td>
<td>.4629</td>
<td>.3473</td>
<td>.4219</td>
<td>.3589</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>saccade</td>
<td>.4873</td>
<td>.3747</td>
<td>.4259</td>
<td>.3885</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fixation</td>
<td>.5557</td>
<td>.2852</td>
<td>.4962</td>
<td>.3510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pupil</td>
<td>.6551</td>
<td>.2936</td>
<td>.5059</td>
<td>.3217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eyemove</td>
<td>.5855</td>
<td>.2819</td>
<td>.4717</td>
<td>.3761</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>all</td>
<td>.6501</td>
<td>.3125</td>
<td>.5281</td>
<td>.3453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANOVA</td>
<td>.6720</td>
<td>.2945</td>
<td>.5470</td>
<td>.3358</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Each element indicates the recognition accuracy (%);

Fig. 5. Illustration of the variation of the normalized features with respect to different activity & time ratios. The solid line is the rolling average with a window of size 0.1, and the shadow area indicates the values within mean±standard derivation (std). a) Activity - mean pupil diameter; b) Activity - IPA; c) Time - mean pupil diameter; d) Time - IPA.

Fig. 6. Comparison of results using different features extracted from 20s segment data, and the proposed configurations (SAR, LAR, STR, LTR).
load can be discriminated more easily from segments less influenced by the task-specific workload.

Without loss of generality, the task-specific workload in each segment can be assumed to be proportional to the interaction with the system. We first calculated the ‘activity ratio’ \( r_{\text{act}} = \frac{t_{\text{input}}}{t_w} \in [0, 1] \) to characterize the interaction level of a segment of size \( t_w \), where \( t_{\text{input}} \) is the amount of time within this segment that the operator is issuing a command to the robot via the controller. In addition, considering that both factor-induced and task-specific workload will vary over time, we calculated the ‘time ratio’ \( r_{\text{time}} = \frac{t_{\text{seg}}}{t_{\text{trial}}} \in (0, 1] \) for each segment, where \( t_{\text{seg}} \) is the elapsed time from the start of the experiment to the end of the segment and \( t_{\text{trial}} \) is the total time spent for this trial. Fig. 5 plots two representative features, Mean pupil diameter and IPA, with respect to different activity and time ratios. In Figs. 5(a)(c), Mean pupil diameters drop with the increase of activity/time ratios. For IPA in Figs. 5(b)(d), it increases with small activity ratio and fluctuates with small time ratio, while remaining at a similar level with large activity/time ratios.

Inspired by these observations, we first proposed four different configurations to extract informative segments for improving factor-induced workload recognition performance, i.e., small activity ratio (SAR), large activity ratio (LAR), small time ratio (STR), and large time ratio (LTR). The threshold for determining small and large activity and time ratio was set as the mean value calculated from the corresponding training set. In this way, the informative segments can be distilled to form the new training and testing subsets through the use of ‘activity ratio’ and ‘time ratio’. Fig. 6 shows the comparison results with the original 20s segments and the proposed four configurations. It can be seen that the SAR and STR configurations outperformed those results by LAR, LTR, and the original ones.

Thus, we further proposed another configuration called small activity & time ratio (SATR). Fig. 7 compares the results with different features extracted from the original segment data and the segments distilled by the proposed configurations. It can be seen for time-pressure, SATR slightly outperformed original results in most cases, which could emphasize that the workload induced by time-pressure remained at a similar level with different activity and time ratios. For identifying latency, the proposed SATR configuration achieved superior results when compared to all the features over those using original segments, SAR, and STR. As shown in Fig. 7(b), \( F_1 \) of 5s window was increased from 0.576 to 0.613 (SATR) and \( F_1 \) of 20s achieved 0.647 (SATR) exceeding the second best by 0.091. This implies that the latency-induced workload was more obvious at the beginning of the task and at a low interaction level.

By comparing results on multi-class recognition as shown in Fig. 7(c), the results by SAR and STR consistently outperformed those using original segment data in most cases. It should be pointed out that the proposed SATR achieved the best recognition accuracies (5s, saccade - 42.09%; 20s, all - 43.80%) among five configurations, which exceeded the original results by 4.62%-11.96% (5s segments) and 3.47%-9.62% (20s segments), respectively. To sum up, extracting the informative segments through the proposed activity and time ratios can effectively filter out the confounding segments, leading to the performance enhancement of factor-induced workload recognition can be enhanced.

D. Task Performance Evaluation from Eye-tracking Data

Eye-tracking data has been widely used to evaluate surgeons’ skills [12], [15], which can help to improve the
operators were struggling in these subtasks. Conversely, we observed a drop in operators’ performance, which may reflect that adding environmental or stress factors can help improve the training performance and facilitate the appropriate workload during space telerobotic training.

The correlations between the ratio of PoG and the performance measure degraded with a further increase of cognitive workload indicated by IPA.

We examined the correlation between the eye-tracking features extracted from both the fixation duration and pupil diameter. For pupillary response related features, we calculated the average values of those features from Eye#0 and Eye#1. As illustrated in Figs. 8(b) & (c), Mean pupil diameter showed a negative correlation ($\rho = -0.505$) with Final score, while IPA representing cognitive workload had a positive correlation ($\rho = 0.538$). Similar to the findings in [5], that best performance was by adding moderated temporal stress, the performance measure degraded with a further increase of cognitive workload indicated by IPA, which reveals that adding the appropriate workload during space telerobotic training can help improve the training performance and facilitate the training process.

1) Correlation with simulator-defined final score: First, we examined the correlation between the eye-tracking features and the simulator-defined Final score as introduced in Section III-B. To quantitatively evaluate the correlations, the Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC) was calculated by

$$\rho = \frac{\text{cov}(x, y)}{\sqrt{\text{var}(x)\text{var}(y)}} \in [-1, 1],$$

where cov and var represent covariance and variance, respectively.

Fig. 8 demonstrates three eye-tracking features that correlate with the Final score ($|\rho| \geq 0.5$). For eye movement related features as shown in Figs. 8(a), it can be found that superior performance on O3 tasks was achieved when operators pay more attention, showing large Mean fixation duration during the task. For pupillary response related features, we calculated the average values of those features from Eye#0 and Eye#1. As illustrated in Figs. 8(b) & (c), Mean pupil diameter showed a negative correlation ($\rho = -0.505$) with Final score, while IPA representing cognitive workload had a positive correlation ($\rho = 0.538$). Similar to the findings in [5], that best performance was by adding moderated temporal stress, the performance measure degraded with a further increase of cognitive workload indicated by IPA, which reveals that adding the appropriate workload during space telerobotic training can help improve the training performance and facilitate the training process.

2) Subtask performance v.s. ratio of PoG on cameras: As operators’ preference on cameras during grasping and docking are different, we explored the relationship between operators’ interaction with visual displays (i.e., the ratio of PoG on different cameras within each trial) and their subtask performance (i.e., Grasp score and Dock score).

For grasping the research module, Fig. 9(a) shows that operators observed cameras #1 & #3 located at the end-effector and the elbow link of Canadarm2 more often. On the other hand, cameras #3 & #4 were used frequently during docking (see Fig. 9(c)). The correlations between the ratio of PoG and the simulator-defined measures are demonstrated in Fig. 9(b)(d). For cameras #1 & #4, when the ratio of PoG was increased, operators’ performance was dropped, which may reflect that operators were struggling in these subtasks. Conversely, we can observe that there existed positive correlations between the ratio of PoG on camera#3 and {Grasp score ($\rho = 0.532$), Dock score ($\rho = 0.413$)}, which emphasizes that operators preferred operating Canadarm2 from its end-effector frame. More interestingly, camera#2 (on the wrist of Canadarm2) was rarely used by operators to accomplish the task, which we suspect is related to the poor lighting conditions for this camera’s positioning. The above observations can help us to improve the user interface design in the future version.

VI. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

This paper provided an in-depth investigation of factor-induced mental workload estimation and performance evaluation in space telerobotic training solely from eye-tracking data. Studies were performed on our O3 training simulator, in which the operators’ mental workload can be modulated by adding two confounding factors: time-pressure and latency. We first conducted the statistical analysis to examine how eye-tracking features change with respect to the existence of these factors, and then performed factor-induced workload identification using different eye-tracking features extracted from both the segment and trial data. Specifically, the workload identification using segment data enables us to offer opportunities for providing real-time feedback during the teleoperation training or real tasks.

With added time-pressure, we can observe the significant increases in {Max fixation duration and IPA} and decreases in {Max saccade duration, Blink frequency, and Pupil deviation}, which reflects that the operators’ mental efforts were effectively modulated. In terms of the existence of latency, decreased Mean fixation duration and increased Saccade frequency were observed, and no significant differences were found in pupillary response features. This could indicate that...

Fig. 8. Relationship between the simulator-defined Final score and three eye-tracking features extracted from trial data. The solid line indicates the mean value within a sliding window of size 0.1, and the shadow area represents the values within mean ± std. PCC is shown at the top right corner. a) Mean fixation duration; b) Mean pupil diameter; c) IPA.

Fig. 9. Relationship between the ratio of PoG on cameras and performance (Grasp score and Dock score). The solid line in (b)(d) indicates the moving average with a sliding window of size 0.1, and the shadow area represents the values within mean ± std. a) Camera ratio in grasping; b) Camera ratio v.s. grasp score; c) Camera ratio in docking; d) Camera ratio v.s. dock score.

Studies were performed on our O3 training simulator, in which the operators’ mental workload can be modulated by adding two confounding factors: time-pressure and latency. We first conducted the statistical analysis to examine how eye-tracking features change with respect to the existence of these factors, and then performed factor-induced workload identification using different eye-tracking features extracted from both the segment and trial data. Specifically, the workload identification using segment data enables us to offer opportunities for providing real-time feedback during the teleoperation training or real tasks.

With added time-pressure, we can observe the significant increases in {Max fixation duration and IPA} and decreases in {Max saccade duration, Blink frequency, and Pupil deviation}, which reflects that the operators’ mental efforts were effectively modulated. In terms of the existence of latency, decreased Mean fixation duration and increased Saccade frequency were observed, and no significant differences were found in pupillary response features. This could indicate that...
operators tend to change their control policy while their mental workload remained at a similar level. To improve the factor-induced workload recognition performance using segment data, we tried to disentangle it with task-specific workload by introducing the activity ratio and time ratio to distill the segments containing more information related to external confounding factors. Experimental results showed that our proposed small activity and time ratio (SATR) configuration consistently improved the results in both two-class and multi-class recognition tasks. Finally, eye-tracking based performance evaluation was conducted by exploring the correlation between eye-tracking features and simulator-defined performance measures. Results demonstrated that \{Mean fixation duration, Max saccade duration, Mean pupil diameter, and IPA\} correlated well with the final score. Additionally, the relationship between the ratio of PoG on each of the cameras and grasp/dock scores was examined, which can help to improve the user interface design.

The proposed eye-tracking based mental workload estimation and performance evaluation technology opens new possibilities for those needing to perform complex tasks with stress (e.g., pilots, surgeons, and drivers) and those populations with mild cognitive impairment. Accordingly, personalized training and assistive programs can be developed to effectively modulate their workload. For instance, instead of a fixed training plan, operators coping well with latency can be trained more with respect to time-pressure or other confounding factors. Besides, through the detection of anomaly workload, the safe operation can be further guaranteed. Although the scoring method is a reliable way for evaluating the performance in a training simulator, it is still paramount to estimate the performance in real tasks. Thus, the investigation of eye-tracking technology enables the transfer of teleoperation performance evaluation from simulated environments to real scenarios.

A limitation of this study is that only ten participants were involved in the experiments. Due to the individual difference, their performance, eye-tracking data, and the impact of time-pressure and latency on their mental workload will inevitably be affected. In the future, we will conduct more experiments on various time limits and latencies, which allow us to compare the differences across factors. Besides, future work will also focus on the fusion of multi-modal sensory data (e.g., body temperature, heart rate, EEG) for more accurate workload estimation and performance evaluation, thus providing real-time feedback related to operators’ mental workload and various external factors experienced by operators.
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